ABBREVIATIONS

AA - American Anthropologist
AISCO - All India Saraswath Cultural Organisation
AL - Anthropological Linguistics

SYMBOLS

O - male or female ego, Œ - male ego, Ω - female ego, E - lower mid front vowel, ơ - lower mid back vowel, p. (specifically, t, n, l) - alveolar, P(t, n) - dental, P (t, n, l) retroflex, ʰ - (t, n, l) denti-alveolar, P'(S') - palatal, +? - elder, -? - younger, \( / / \) - distinction bar for earlier year of publication or earlier author, ( ) - role shifting rules, \( \rightarrow \) - link repetitive rules, \( \rightarrow \) - expansion rules, \( \rightarrow \) - generation process.